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SUMMARY
The ongoing international financial crisis plays a decisive role in our daily lives. As in the previous century, the problem began in
the United States and spilled over from there to the member states of the European Union. The history and causes of the crisis
between 1929 and 1933 is well known. It seems that we were unable learn from this. The current crisis has no respect for national
borders or boundaries of continents. Its effects and treatment measures vary from country to country, depending on how unprepared
the country was for the crisis. In the public opinion, banks are responsible for the outcrop of the crisis. In the European Union there
is great popular support for the idea that banks should cover a significant part of the liabilities because of causing the crisis. For this
reason, and to improve the balance of their budgets, many states in the EU are thinking about imposing a bank tax. This study
examines the justification for and the possibilities of bank taxes.
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On different continents the impact of the actual financial
crisis on the gross domestic product has occurred at different
times (Figure 1). While the growth of the GDP ceased in the
United States, in Japan, Germany and even in Hungary it
increased in the early period. However, in the first quarter of
2008 there was a recession in the EU, in the USA and in Japan.
The first of them to recover from its weakened status was the
United States. Despite this, Japan showed the first positive GDP
value in the second quarter of 2009. Germany, which is the
European Union’s largest economic power, had the largest
negative value, which was more than 4%. The euro area (2.7%)
and the European Union (2.5%) showed approximately the
same rates. From 2009 economic growth began, which was just
a short process. In the beginning of this year in Japan there was
a decrease, which turned into a negative value in the middle of
2009. From its bottomed out status (-3.3%), Hungary achieved a
positive GDP in the last quarter. At that time Germany was
emerging out of another poor fulfillment period. Weakening and
strengthening periods occurred in turn from 2009 to the last
quarter of 2011.Between 1929-33 an intense production process
leading to an overproduction crisis was responsible for the
situation. For their part in the formation of the current financial
crisis banks are being punished in many countries by taxes and
other nations are thinking of introducing such taxes.
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Source: edited by the author, based on the OECD database
http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=350 Downloaded: 08. 02.
2012.

Figure 1. Growth of Gross Domestic Product

THE WAY TO THE
FINANCIAL SECTOR TAX
Among other things securitization and subprime loans are
activities which led the need for the banking sector to make
amends. Securitization is when loans are isolated and financial
institutes issue stocks, which cover the loans themselves. The
securitization of loans played an important role in the
development of the crisis.
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Source: MNB-National Bank of Hungary, Report on financial stability
April 2008 http://www.mnb.hu/Kiadvanyok/mnbhu_stabil/mnbhu_stab
_jel_20080415, Downloaded: 14.02.2012.

Figure 2. Foreign Holdings (USD 1,500 billion)
of Long-term U.S. Asset-backed Securities (ABS),
by Major Investing Countries (June 2007)
As discussed above, the crisis did not occur in different
countries at the same time and to an equal extent. Among other
things, this was due to the mentioned ownership structure of
ABS as well. To relieve and handle the situation states gave
different amounts of support for crisis management and
stimulating the economy (Table 1). For instance, Belgium and
Germany, which each had 3-4% of the securities, each lent
about 30%, and the Netherlands, which had 4%, gave 40% of
their GDP in support. The United Kingdom, which had the
largest part of the ABS in the European Union, offered more
than 50% the amount of its GDP from public funds. In the case
of Iceland this fund was more than two and a half times larger
than the GDP. From 31 March 2009 there was $10 billion
(6.2%) support in Hungary. This rate was low compared with
Western European countries.

Governments generally used lavish aid programs and they
did not handle state money with care. Government debt has
been growing since the outbreak of the crisis (Figure 3). This
process led to a big problem which had not reared its head since
long ago: countries are in bankruptcy and several are going
bankrupt. The largest and the most conspicious government
debt growth was in Ireland, where it increased from 1.4% in
2007 to 12.6% in 2010. The UK is facing a significant problem
with a 42.79% higher government debt, as is Ireland with
40.87% higher debt. The USA has less debt (25.57%) than
previous countries. In spite of this, there is still an increase of
1.7 times from the base year 2007 to 2010. Germany was in the
most balanced position. as in the reviewed period debt increased
by only 4.85%.
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Amount (billion
dollars)
Country
of which:
of which:
Total
fiscal
Total
fiscal
stimulus
stimulus
United Kingdom
51.6
4.1
1438
114
Netherlands
39.8
0
362
0
Belgium
30.9
0
164
0
Germany
28
6.3
1069
241
Iceland
263
0
0
0
Hungary
6.2
0
10
0
USA
92.9
5.2
13255
742
World
33.8
4.3
20955
2655
Source: UN/DESA: Monthly Briefing World Economic Situation and
Prospects, 02. April 2009. http://www.un.org=esa/policy/publications
/wespmbn/sgnote_7.pdf, Downloaded: 13.02.2012.
Ratio of GDP (%)

Belgium

Other
17%

Table 1
Public Funds1committed Between 1 September 2008 and
31 March 2009 to Address the Global Financial Crisis

UK

This process produced several products:
➣ Asset Backed Securities (ABS)
➣ Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS)
➣ Credit Default Swaps (CDS)
➣ Collaterized Debt Obligation (CDO).
Of the above, I examine the importance of ABSs in investment
and their effect. In the case of theAmerican asset backed
securities Japan and China had together 24% of ABSs European
participation was outstanding. The UK took the largest part of
the members of the EU, while Belgium, Germany and Ireland
together held approximately one-third of the EU owned ABSs
(Figure 2).

Source: edited by the author, based on OECD database
http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=350 Downloaded:14.02. 2012.

Figure 3. Total Central Government Debt (% of GDP)

1

Includes financail bailout packages (including government guarantees on bad debts), liquidity injections into financial systems and fiscal stimulus packages.
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Baank Taxesin Euro
ope

The crisiss is changing its
i nature. It was
w financial, bbut is
turning into a crisis of trustt. This is one of
o the most diffficult
types of crisess to resolve. A few
f consequencces of it are:
➣ liquiidity and capitaal become morre expensive foor the
present and the futuure., i.e. the pricce of cash increeases.
➣ theree are stricter regulations for crredit institutionns and
bankks in order to inncrease the perceived predictaability
of caapital requiremeents,
➣ increeasing consumeer advocacy and
d lobbying.
One methhod of finding a way out of this situation iis the
increasingly poopular use of baank taxes.

the transaction’s sizze in the case oof money flowss from currencyy
conv
version ” (Kovács 2011: XX). T
There were several attempts too
intro
oduce such a tax
x in Europe. In 1974 it was in
ntroduced in thee
UK for
f British secu
urities on the Brritish stock exch
hange. The ratee
was set at a very low
w level. Swedenn in 1984 imposed it on sharess
and in
i 1989 on debt securities. It ccaused a decreaase in turnover,,
and therefore it waas abolished in 1991.In 2011 the Comissionn
proposed to the Cou
uncil the introduuction of only the
t FTT, sayingg
that the
t final propossal would be deeveloped by Deccember 2011 too
makee way for introd
duction in 20122. However, its finalization hass
been
n delayed.

LIABILITTIES OF THE
T
BANKIN
NG SECTO
OR
Daily unceertainty and buurdens which have
h
been createed by
the crisis causse more and more
m
tasks for governments
g
daay by
day. The creattors of the ABS
S and other scru
utinized loans (M
MBS,
CDS, CDO) w
were the banks. Thus, banks who are responnsible
for the crisiss have to deal with the situattion that they m
made.
Furthermore, in the EU couuntries expect an improved fiscal
balance from tthe tax. “In the process of the relative stabilizzation
of the financiaal system, plugging holes in th
he budget – thaat had
appeared becaause of that proocess – became important. O
One of
the solutions – which has political popularrity – is introdducing
various bank ttaxes” (Kovács 2011: XX).
In Septem
mber 2009 at thee G20 meeting in Pittsburg thee IMF
was requestedd to create posssible alternativ
ves to a bank ttax.In
June 2010 it m
made two suggestions (IMF, 20
010):
1. Financcial Stability Coontribution (FSC)
2. Financcial Activities Tax
T (FAT)
In Octobeer 2010 the European
E
Com
mission chose three
different typess of taxes to disscuss: the FAT, the adoptationn of a
levy computedd on balance sheets elements, and
a the FTT.
1. Financcial ActivitiesT
Tax (FAT), which
w
is the IIMF’s
propossal. FAT user member statees: Denmark, Italy,
Francee.
2. Adopttation of a leevy computed on balance ssheets
elemennts. This type is the most popu
ular in the Euroopean
Unionn (Figure 4).
3. a Finaancial TransactionTax (FTT,, also called T
Tobin
tax). S
States using FTT
T: the United Kingdom.
K
The Tobinn tax is not a twenty-first centu
ury invention. Itts idea
comes from thhe beginning off the 1970s. Thiis was the time when
the US dollar’s exchange to gold
g
and some other currenciees in a
fixed exchangge rate was endded. In financiaal markets this made
turbulence phhenomenon a possibility. “T
The Tobin tax is a
possible theorretical tool forr maintaining the stability oof the
international ffinancial markeet that suggests a tax to depennd on

Sourcce: edited by the author, based on the European Baanking Federationn
datab
base

Figure
F
4. Memb
ber States Adoppting a Levy Co
omputed on
Balance Sheetss Elements
The
T European Banking Fedeeration opposed
d the FTT forr
severral reasons. Am
mong other thinngs they refer to the problem
m
of baad timing and to its non-stanndardized introd
duction. Bookss
dealiing with the Tobin tax mentionn that it is only effective whenn
intro
oduced all at once
o
and globaally. “Due to the
t mobility off
money and capital markets, circ
rcumvention off national andd
regio
onal introduction will be ann obvious ansswer from thee
mark
ket. In addition,, the timing of iintroduction is not appropriatee
becaause the bankss’ lending actiivity will be blocked., thuss
impeeding the recoveery of economyy” (Kovács 2011: XX).
Tax
T rates are no
ot uniform withhin the European Union (Tablee
2). Some
S
states breaak up each categgory into sub-caategories, basedd
on amount,
a
with different
d
rates. For example, in the case off
Germ
many there are five
f rate categoories, not countiing the tax freee
categ
gory.
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Table 2
Bank Taxees in the Europ
pean Union
Country

Name

Germany

Restructuuring Fund/Special bank
b
levy

Hungary

Tax on finnancial institutions

Rate (%)
no levy<
< €1billion, 1billion € ≤ 0.055% ≤ 20 biillion €, 20 billion €€ < 0.085%, The lev
vy on derivatives
is calculaated as follows: 0.013% on the volume of all financial deri
rivatives
0.15%
For 20111 and 2012 the rate will
w be 0.095% on deposits,
d
and it willl not exceed 20% off each financial
institutioon's taxable income for that period
0.25%
Relevantt liabilities exemptio
on< 300million €, 300 million € ≤ 0.022% ≤ 10 billion €, 10 <0.03% ≤ 100
billion €,, 100 billion € < 0.0
04% ≤ 200 billion €, 200 billion € < 0.005% ≤ 300 billion €,
€ 300 billion € <
0.06%,
0.15% ≤ 50 billion HUF, 50
0 billion HUF< 0.53%

Sweden

Stabilizattion Fund/Stability Fee
F

0.036%

United Kingdom

Bank levyy

0.075% aand 0.0375% for lo
ongterm liabilities an
nd uninsured depossits

Austria

Bank levyy/Stability levy

Belgium

Bank levyy
Special bank tax and financiaal
sector staability fund
Systemic Risk Bank Tax

Cyprus
France

Source: Europeaan Banking Federration database 20
010

The use off inland revenuues is different in
i the member states
(Figure 5). Thhe most comm
mon approach is to return it tto the
general budgeet. However, theere are states th
hat separate revvenues
into a fund too handle a posssible crisis. In
n addition, therre are
countries that accept both opttions (IMF 2010).

limitt. This amount is
i not yet final. Above this lim
mit, tax will nott
be leevied in order to
t encourage thhe major econo
omic players too
keep
p their money in
n Hungary. Eveen so, they may
y continue theirr
activ
vities in countriees with lower oor no transactio
on costs.
Outside
O
Hungary the situatiion is similaar. The masss
intro
oduction of tran
nsaction taxes w
would also meaan a significantt
chan
nge in London and Frankkfurt's internatiional role. A
signiificant proportio
on of revenuess from this wou
uld flow to thee
two financial centeers. However, those wishing to avoid suchh
taxess could choosee another finan
ancial center in
n the for theirr
transsactions. Improvement in the member counttries’s situationn
from
m the amount th
hey received froom bank taxes should reducee
mem
mber states’ paym
ments for the EU
U.

CONCLUSIO
O
ON

Source: edited bby the author, based
b
on Europeaan Banking Fedeeration
database

Figure 5. D
Destination andd Use of the Fina
ancial Sector T
Tax
In Hungarry, the bank taxx was introduceed in 2008. Thiss first
type of tax w
was imposed on
o state-subsid
dized forint innterest
income after m
mortgage intereest, to be paid at the rate of 55% of
interest incom
me. The second type of speciall tax was introdduced
in 2010. Thiss is Europe's most
m
popular approach,
a
a baalance
sheet total taxx imposed by banks, as prev
viously presennted in
Figure 5,. It iss based on the previous
p
year's adjusted total aassets.
The rate is 00.15% below £ 50 billion, an
nd 0.53% for aassets
above that am
mount, from 2011
2
(Table 2).
2 In Hungaryy, the
transaction taxx being currentlly planned is no
ot a Tobin tax, since
it is not a tax on speculative capital transacttions, but in praactice
a VAT-type taax. The adminnistrative and monitoring
m
costss will
be very high compared to inncome it produ
uces, so it wouuld be
much easier if they built it into the vaalue-added tax.. The
proposed transaction tax woould be levied only
o
up to a c ertain
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Unfortunately,
U
the crisis is fa
far from over. In the road too
recov
very there are obstacles whiich create new
w and growingg
problems against us.
u The situatition of severall states in thee
Euro
opean Union is worrying. Ana
nalysts proclaim
m the imminentt
bank
kruptcy of severral countries, or even fear the collapse effectt
of co
ountries in the region. In thiss stormy situattion bank taxess
mean
ns a way out off the crisis. In ssome countriess they expect too
imprrove the balance of their budggets with bank taxes, while inn
otherr countries they use the monney from taxess to form bankk
rescu
ue packages in case of anotherr recession. Tod
day, in additionn
to ev
veryday people and companiess, countries rank
ked as high riskk
are having
h
difficultty getting crediit. Yet, new creedit is requiredd
for handling
h
the growing
g
indebbtedness and stimulating
s
thee
econ
nomy. Because bank taxes havve a negative efffect on lendingg
activ
vity they may have
h
an effect opposite to th
he expectations..
From
m the crisis tax
xes itselves wee can not wait miracles. If inn
hasittant countries’ governments
g
inntroduce bank taxes
t
despite off
bank
k sector’s objecctions, banks w
won’t have restt. Their role inn
the current
c
crisis th
hey will bear itss burden for a long time. Thee
Euro
opean Central Bank did not support the Tobin
T
tax, andd
neith
her did the Euro
opean Banking Federation. Ho
owever, the EU
U
insists on resolving the issue, whicch can be FFT, FAT, or VAT..
A deecision in this regard
r
has not yet been madee. One thing iss
certaain, that only those
t
types andd extents of taaxes should bee
intro
oduced that will not hold back eeconomic grow
wth.
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